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life of early Greece ;  and evidence of the agrarian character
of most early Greek colonization is plentiful.1
At the same time, to say that trade played a minor part
in the early days of the colonial movement is not to say that
it played no part at all.   In the discussion of Greek, or for that
matter of any  other society,  there are always two com-
plementary groups of facts which one must bear in mind
simultaneously if one's history is not to be one-sided ;   the
means by which the mass of the population get their living,
and the means by which in progressive societies a fortunate
minority rises above the subsistence level.   It is a minority
that thus, in every historic society, secures the leisure in
which to think and plan ahead, to improve our methods of
doing things, or to cultivate the beautiful in art, music, and
poetry.    This minority is, naturally, conspicuous out of all
proportion to its numbers ;   it includes all ruling groups or
classes,   together  with  their  skilled  craftsmen  and  other
hangers-on.    Practically all social change starts amid this
group—all,  in fact,  except that  which is stimulated by
climatic change, pestilence, or other natural causes, including
natural  increase   of  population.    Also,   nearly   all  social
change at least appears to affect the minority only.   This
class may be reinforced from below;   it may be divided
within itself and indulge in constitutional struggles or civil
war ;  one ruling group departs and another cometh, but the
peasant, like the earth that he cultivates, abideth for ever;
which is why in so many histories, especially in the past,
the vast majority of the population has been almost com-
pletely   ignored—or,   rather,  not   ignored  but   taken  for
granted.
The division of the population in modern England into a
1 Notice especially: great prosperity, based on their wide territories) of
Syfaara, Kroton, Sirls, Metapontion, Syracuse; oligarchy of Land-Owners
at the last-named ; Leontinoi founded inland j Rbegion, Kyrene, expressly
described as famine-relief settlements. For the view here taken, cf« Beloch, I, i,
pp, 280-1; Gwynne, in JM.S, xxxviii 5 Haseforoek, Trade and Politm
in Anc. Greece (Eng, translation), pp, 105 ft, \ Or, Wirtsch,. und Gesellschqfts-
geschichtet pp, 130 ff,, and passim. It is the great merit of Hasebroek's work
that he refutes the exaggerated accounts sometimes given of commercial
influence in early Greece ; though he in turn exaggerates his own case,

